Abstract The effect of pre-storm subsurface thermal structure on the intensity of hurricane Katrina (2005) is examined using a regional coupled model. The Estimating Circulation and Climate of Ocean (ECCO) ocean state estimate is used to initialize the ocean component of the coupled model, and the source of deficiencies in the simulation of Katrina intensity is investigated in relation to the initial depth of 26°C isotherm (D26). The model underestimates the intensity of Katrina partly due to shallow D26 in ECCO. Sensitivity tests with various ECCO initial fields indicate that the correct relationship between intensity and D26 cannot be derived because D26 variability is underestimated in ECCO. A series of idealized experiments is carried out by modifying initial ECCO D26 to match the observed range. A more reasonable relationship between Katrina's intensity and pre-storm D26 emerges: the intensity is much more sensitive to D26 than to sea surface temperature (SST). Ocean mixed layer process plays a critical role in modulating inner-core SSTs when D26 is deep, reducing mixed layer cooling and lowering the center pressure of the Katrina. Our result lends strong support to the notion that accurate initialization of pre-storm subsurface thermal structure in prediction models is critical for a skillful forecast of intensity of Katrina and likely other intense storms.
Introduction
The amount of upper ocean thermal energy, hereafter referred to as the upper ocean heat content (UOHC, Leipper and Volgenau 1972) , is the primary energy source term for the development of hurricanes. The UOHC is determined by the temperature integrated from the surface to the depth of the 26°C isotherm (D26), i.e., UOHCðx; yÞ ¼ q o C p R sfc
D26
ðTðx; y; zÞ À 26Þ dz, where, D26 represents an approximate thickness of the upper ocean warm layer, q o is the density of seawater (1,025 kg m -3
) and C p is the specific heat at constant pressure (4 9 10 3 J kg
). The reference temperature, 26°C, is the typical near-surface air temperature in the subtropical atmosphere (Price 2009 ). Since tropical cyclones mostly form over surface water with temperature of 26°C or higher, T(sfc) -26°C, the upper bound of the integration, represents a thermal disequilibrium between the air and sea, resulting in an enthalpy transfer to the hurricane. Consequently, the higher equivalent potential temperature (h e ) in the lower atmosphere reduces the storm's central pressure (Kleinschmidt 1951; Riehl and Malkus 1961; Riehl 1963) .
During the typical hurricane seasons in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM), the temperatures at the sea surface and subsurface are rather distinct, making it difficult to detect the latter from the former (e.g., Goni and Trinanes 2003) . As suggested from the recent studies, information on the pre-storm spatial distribution of the subsurface thermal structure has an important implication to the prediction of storm intensity, whereby in situ ocean mixed layer (OML) dynamics bridge these two (e.g., Halliwell et al. 2008; Lin et al. 2012) . A strengthening storm produces the selfinduced cooling of inner-core sea surface temperature (SST) via turbulent mixing and upwelling (e.g., Anthes 1978, 1979; Sutyrin and Khain 1984; Sanford et al. 1987 Sanford et al. , 2007 Price et al. 1994; Schade and Emanuel 1999; Bender and Ginis 2000; Shay and Uhlhorn 2008) , leading to a negative feedback to the storm intensity (Price 1981; Emanuel 1999; Cione and Uhlhorn 2003) . Here, a preexisting ocean thermal structure is important for the extent to which OML processes modulate the amplitude of this negative feedback; when a hurricane propagates over the region of a deeper D26, the reduced OML cooling further increases h e , allowing the storm to intensify further.
The UOHC feedback for storm intensity has been extensively studied in the literature. Shay et al. (2000) , for example, reported that the observed ocean cooling by the Hurricane Opal (1995) was only 0.5-1°C over the warm core ring (WCR) with deeper and warmer thermal structure, while over the ambient Gulf Common Water with the lower heat content, the cooling was greater than 2-3°C. Sensitivity studies with a fully coupled model by Hong et al. (2000) confirmed that the interaction of Opal with the WCR resulted in an additional 60 % of the intensification compared to the case without such a thermodynamic feature. A similar conclusion was reached for the typhoon Maemi (2003) in the western Pacific using a simple hurricaneocean coupled model by Wu et al. (2007) ; the transient ocean warm eddy represents *64 % of the intensification (Lin et al. 2005) . These studies underscore the importance of the pre-existing subsurface ocean thermal structure to the storm intensity via in situ OML dynamics.
Hurricane Katrina (2005) exhibited similar evolution. Scharroo et al. (2005) showed from satellite altimetry data that Katrina underwent a rapid deepening by [50 hPa in sea level pressure (SLP) in less than 12 h over a WCR. Through atmosphere-only sensitivity simulations, by contrast, Sun et al. (2006) suggested that Katrina would have been intensified by 10 hPa if the domain-wide SST were raised by 2°C, arguing that SST was more important for the rapid intensification. Further numerical studies using coupled models are necessary to quantify the relative importance of ocean subsurface structure and SST in Katrina's rapid intensification.
This study assesses the impact of such pre-storm ocean thermal structures on the intensity of hurricane Katrina in a moderate resolution (0.13°) regional coupled model. The resolution of the model is not high enough to simulate the true intensity of a tropical cyclone (c.f., Murakami et al. 2012) , but it has skills in intensity change in response to environmental parameters as discussed in a number of studies (e.g., Hong et al. 2000; Knutson et al. 2007; Zhao et al. 2009 ). Based on a large number of sensitivity tests, here we attempt to identify the cause for weak intensity response of Katrina to the subsurface thermal fields in ECCO, and to gain insights into the way the ECCO ocean state estimation can be improved for the purpose of hurricane simulation. Note that the effect of spatial variations in subsurface structure has been previously studied (e.g., Hong et al. 2000; Emanuel et al. 2004; Goni et al. 2009 ). While the hurricane Katrina is chosen as the target case, the results of this study, based on the idealized sensitivity experiments, could be applied to other hurricane case since the OML process is not unique to Katrina.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the regional coupled model and discusses the experimental setup. Section 3 illustrates the evolution of the oceanatmosphere system to the hurricane passage. Sections 4 and 5 explore the sensitivity of Katrina's intensity to the ocean initial conditions with varying ocean states, yielding the major conclusion of this study. Section 6 is a summary and discusses implications of the results for hurricane prediction.
Model
The regional coupled model used in this study is the Scripps Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Regional (SCOAR) model (Seo et al. 2007) . SCOAR couples the two wellknown regional models, the Regional Spectral Model (RSM, Juang and Kanamitsu 1994) for the atmosphere and the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS, Haidvogel et al. 2000; Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2005) for the ocean. These RSM and ROMS are coupled at the 1-hourly frequency via the bulk formula for wind stress and heat flux (Fairall et al. 1996) . More details can be found in Seo et al. (2007) . The horizontal resolutions of RSM and ROMS are identically 0.13°with the matching land-sea mask and coastline. A model of this resolution would underestimate the storm intensity. Our question is what affects storm intensity in a relative, not absolute, sense. ROMS uses 30 vertical layers in this study, with approximately 14 layers in the upper 100 m and roughly 4-8 layers between the base of the mixed layer and the main thermocline.
RSM is initialized from the NCEP/Department of Energy (DOE) Reanalysis 2 (NCEP2, Kanamitsu et al. 2002) at 00Z 26 August 2005 and is integrated for 5 days until 00Z 31 August 2005 with the NCEP2 lateral boundary conditions for prognostic fields. RSM utilizes the KainFritsch convective parameterization scheme (Kain and Fritsch 1993; Kain 2004) . The spectral nudging technique (Yoshimura and Kanamitsu 2008 ) is adopted on the zonal scale greater than 3,000 km in the atmosphere, comparable to the domain size as shown in Fig. 1 . This interior nudging is essentially the same technique as in Knutson et al. (2007) , which is intended to keep the large-scale environment of the downscaled field consistent with the prescribed background field, while the small-scale process like tropical cyclones can freely evolve and interact with the ocean.
The initial and boundary conditions for ROMS are derived from the Estimating Circulation and Climate of Ocean (ECCO) ocean state estimates (kf066b, http://ecco.jpl.nasa. gov) on 1°91°grid at a 10-day interval. ROMS is initialized from the 26 August 2005 ocean condition obtained by a linear interpolation between 22 August and 1 September.
For the data analysis and model validation, we will be also using the following datasets. Daily SST data are obtained from the NOAA Optimum Interpolation (OI) SST Analysis (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/research/sst/oi-dailyinformation.php), which incorporates the SSTs measured by the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer satellites (Reynolds et al. 2007 ). Sea surface height (SSH) data are obtained from the Archiving, Validation, and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic (AVISO) merged satellite data (http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com). We will also use the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) analysis with monthly temporal and 0.5°horizontal resolutions (Carton et al. 2000) to facilitate the validation of ECCO against the AVISO data. Figure 1 shows the model domain and compares the initial conditions used in the ocean model for SST, SSH, and D26 estimated from ECCO to those from the NOAA OI SST and the AVISO SSH. Observations show the uniformly warm SSTs exceeding 31°C over the northern Gulf and the intrusion of the Loop Current (LC) and the WCR in the central north Gulf (90°W, 27°N). ECCO does not well represent the intrusion of LC and the presence of WCR. The vertical crosssection of ocean temperature as a function of depth along 26°N across the LC bulge (Fig. 2) shows that the seasonal (D26) and permanent (D20) thermoclines are generally flatter and shallower in ECCO compared to the observations (e.g., Shay 2009), leading to a weak spatial variation in D26 associated with LC/WCR. ECCO SST is generally too warm in GoM except near the coast (Fig. 1c) . This discrepancy in SST may contribute to the errors in hurricane intensity.
Simulated storm intensity and ocean mixed layer processes
Using the ECCO oceanic state estimates of temperature, salinity, SSH, velocity fields on 26 August 2005 as an initial condition, the SCOAR model was run for the period , while the NOAA Hurricane Surface Wind Analysis (H*Wind, Powell et al. 1996) indicates a much wider distribution of wind speed reaching the maximum value of *98 m s -1 (not shown). The simulated weak intensity is somewhat expected since the 0.13°resolution atmospheric model is not sufficient to capture the hurricane inner-core dynamics and eye-wall processes responsible for dramatic changes in storm intensity (Willoughby and Black 1996) . Weaker simulated intensity is also attributable to the lack of hurricane initialization scheme in the atmosphere (e.g., Fujihara 1980; Wang 1998). We note that our goal is to identify, from a number of sensitivity tests, factors in the ECCO initial ocean state that modulate the storm intensity via the OML dynamics (Sects. 4, 5).
The simulated intensity of Katrina reaches the maximum intensity 12 h later than in the observed data at 12Z 28 August. The center of the storm in this study is detected as the location of the minimum SLP based on the 1-hourly model outputs, which is compared with the best-track data based on the Atlantic Hurricane Database Re-analysis Project (HUR-DAT, http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastall.shtml#hurdat). The simulated time of landfall is 06Z 29 August, roughly the same as in the observed landfall. The best-track data show a *90 hPa deepening of the center pressure from 26 August until landfall, while the model shows only a *50 hPa deepening. The modeled storm dissipates at roughly the same rate upon landfall as in observations. Figure 4 describes the evolution of the oceanic and atmospheric states associated with the passage of the simulated Katrina at 12-hourly increments. The heavy precipitation exceeding 1,000 mm day -1 can be seen at 00Z 29 August, which is stronger to the right of the track. The near-surface wind fields (vectors in the left panel of Fig. 4 ) also have a highly asymmetric spatial distribution with the rightward bias. From 00Z 29 August, the simulated Katrina begins to produce a cold wake in the SST field, which is again more pronounced to the right of the track, where the wind speed is greater, and the vertical shear of horizontal currents is stronger (Price 1981) . SSH (D26 and UOHC likewise, figures not shown) exhibits a dramatic reduction after the passage of Katrina. There is a storm surge propagating westward as coastally trapped waves, reaching [2.5 m upon landfall, as shown from the Hurricane Ivan (Zamudio and Hogan 2008) . In the trail of Katrina, large-amplitude ([2 ms -1 ) clockwise-rotating near-inertial surface currents are excited, again stronger on the right side of the track (Zedler et al. 2002) .
The rightward biased response of the mixed layer temperature and currents is due to the asymmetry in turning direction of the wind stress in the ocean surface in a quiescent ocean (Price 1981; Price et al. 1994 ). In the LC region where the pre-existing background geostrophic current is intense (1-2 m s -1 ), the horizontal advection also significantly affects the upwelling response to the hurricane (e.g., Jacob et al. 2000) . In both cases, to the right of the storm center, the stronger shear-driven mixing is due to the resonance between wind and current. The stability of water column in the presence of vertical shear of horizontal current is evaluated by the Richardson number (Ri), defined as Ri = N 2 /S 2 , where N 2 = -g/q (qq/qz) denotes buoyancy frequency S 2 = (qu/qz) 2 ? (qv/qz) 2 represents the vertical shear of horizontal currents. q denotes the sea water density, g the gravitational acceleration, and u and v the zonal and meridional currents. Figure 5 shows the time series of N 2 , S 2 and Ri at two locations, 86.8°W, 26.5°N, and 89.7°W, 26.5°N, which are located 2R max west and east of the reference point, respectively. The center of Katrina passes this reference point at 18Z 28 August. R max denotes the radius of simulated maximum wind speed (*86 km). Prior to the storm passage, the strongest stratification is found at 30-50 m depth in the both east and west. The signal of growing shear (S 2 ) is found to be nearly 1 IP, where IP stands for the inertial period (26.9 h at this location), prior to the storm passage. After the storm passage, both S 2 and N 2 exhibit oscillations, only in the east, with a periodicity of 1.5 IP, somewhat longer than the typical near-inertial period. The frequency of the inertial waves in the presence of background geostrophic shear is shifted from f to f e = f ? f/2, where f is the local Coriolis frequency, f the background geostrophic vorticity and f e the effective Coriolis frequency (e.g., Weller 1982; Kunze 1985) . A slightly longer inertial period in the model compared to the estimates from the observations thus implies that, at this particular location (89.7°W, 26.5°N), the pre-storm background vorticity was perhaps more anticyclonic. However, since the ocean model simulation integrates only until t \ 2IP in the poststorm condition, it is difficult to examine the detailed evolution of near-inertial oscillation in the hurricane wake. During t \ 2IP in post-storm condition, the depth of the maximum N 2 represented in ECCO is located overly shallow compared to the observations implied from Shay (2009, 2010) , while the magnitude is generally reasonable. Despite the large S 2 in the wake due to the storm passage, Ri is never lowered below the criticality (0.25, black curves) below the 30 m depth. The simulated vertical velocity is of *0.1 m s -1 (not shown), an order smaller than the estimate from the observations (Jaimes and Shay 2009, their Fig. 11 ). This underestimation of vertical velocity is in part due to weaker Ekman pumping velocity associated with the weaker simulated storm intensity and the coarse resolution of the model.
Overall, while some general features associated with the hurricane passage are qualitatively realistic, the several deficiencies in ECCO, such as the overly stratified upper ocean and underestimated spatial structures of D26 associated with LC/WCR, result in a weak mixed layer process. The subsequent feedback to the intensity of Katrina via altered inner-core SST would thus be weak with the ECCO ocean initial condition. This is assessed in the following section with a different set of ocean initial conditions.
Oceanic contribution to the hurricane intensity
In this section, 15 more simulations are performed with different ECCO initial fields to assess the extent to which the different ocean thermal conditions and stratification are associated with the intensity response of Katrina. In the ocean component of the coupled model, the initial ocean state on 26 August 2005 is replaced by that of the same date but in different years from 1993 to 2008 from ECCO. The ocean lateral boundary conditions are also changed accordingly. Since the identical initial and boundary conditions are used for the atmosphere, the difference in intensity in hurricane is identified as due to the different oceanic contribution via initial thermal structure and the in situ OML process that modulates the along-track SSTs as illustrated below.
The top panel of Fig. 6 shows the SLP difference in select equivalent ocean years (1996, 2000, 2004, and 2008) (Fig. 7a) also suggests that the SLP of all 4 years are higher throughout the integrations with differences reaching up to ?6 hPa. Figure 6 also compares the differences in initial SST (2nd row) and initial D26 (3rd row) of each year with those in 2005. Figure 7b , c shows the along-track variations in SST and D26. The four years shown in Fig. 6 exhibit generally lower basin-wide initial SST compared to that in 2005, with the difference reaching [2°C. The initially colder SSTs in these years tend to remain colder during the forced stage (Fig. 7b) . Both conditions would favor weaker intensity as seen in these years. The initial D26s tend to be deeper in those years, however, which also remain deeper than the 2005 case between 00Z 28 August and the landfall (Fig. 7c) . Since translation speeds, U h , of the simulated storms are not significantly different among the runs (not shown), we hypothesize that the apparent contradiction of weaker storm in years with deeper D26 when initialized from ECCO is because D26 and thus UOHC in ECCO are not large enough to overcome the impact from the cooler SST. In other words, in the coupled model simulation with the ECCO initial condition, SST is a better predictor for the storm intensity than D26. This is further illustrated in Fig. 8 with the scatter plots of the minimum SLP with the area-averaged SST and D26 values from the initial conditions. The minimum SLP (ordinate) is obtained from the 36-h period between 18Z 27 August and 06Z 29 August (see Fig. 3 ) in each run. The area-averages of SST and D26 (abscissa) are made over the area in the initial conditions that overlaps the cross-track distance of 2R max during this 36-h period. The initial SSTs have a significant (95 %) negative correlation with the minimum SLP with the slope of the linear fit, s = -3.68 hPa°C -1 , while the D26-SLP correlation is positive with an insignificant s = 0.14 hPa m -1 . Considering that the along-track SST is a proxy for the OML dynamics and that these along-track SST and D26 variations are positively correlated (see Fig. 12 in Sect. 5), the origin of this unphysical relationship in SST/D26 with SLP is possibly due to the under-representation of mean and variability of D26 in ECCO.
To further confirm this, Fig. 9 compares interannual variability of SSH in ECCO with those from AVISO and SODA. In contrast to SODA and satellite observations, ECCO significantly underestimates the observed variability of SSH associated with the eddy shedding from the LC in GoM. D26 in ECCO is likewise much weaker than in SODA over this region. The underestimation of D26 variability in ECCO would be associated with not only the horizontal resolution but also the assimilation schemes, which use a Kalman filter-based assimilation procedure (I. Hoteit, personal communication). A more detailed examination for the causes of this underestimation is beyond the scope of the current study. Since SODA features much more realistic SSH variations compared to the satellite observations (Fig. 9c, e) , the observed amplitudes of D26 variability can be inferred from those of SODA, which is *20 m along the observed track of Katrina (88-83°W, 23-26°N). 
Sensitivity tests with modified D26
A comparison with observations in the previous sections indicates that ECCO underestimates not only the spatial structure of D26, but also its variability in GoM. In this section, a series of idealized experiments is carried out by modifying initial ECCO D26 to match the observed range to examine if a more reasonable SLP-D26 relationship can be determined. The idealized sensitivity tests initialize the same model with the 16 ECCO initial conditions described in Sect. 4, but with the D26 variability increased to match the observed range shown in Fig. 9 . This is done in the following way. The black curve in Fig. 10 denotes the profile of the temperature averaged over the region where the simulated Katrina reaches the maximum intensity (90°W-85°W, 24°N-28°N ). First we identify the depth of 26°C in each grid point, and then artificially stretched/shrank the entire water column from the identified D26 to the sea surface by 10 m and 20 m (colored curves in Fig. 10 ) over the entire Gulf, while keeping the surface temperature unchanged. This change in the upper layer thickness will alter the UOHC, with the difference only in subsurface thermal structure. Then, this procedure is repeated for 15 other years, and the additional sensitivity experiments are performed using them as initial and boundary conditions. Each year has thus five experiments, which are termed D20, D10, CTL, S10 and S20, where ''D'' (''S'') denotes deepening (shoaling) throughout the study. Such an alteration of the stratification of the ocean may seem unphysical, as the resultant fields may not necessarily satisfy the geostrophy (e.g., Jacob et al. 2000) . Since the stretching is applied in the entire Gulf, it is not either intended to test the impact of the realistic structure of the LC eddy on the intensity; this has been previously studied (e.g, Hong et al. 2000) . By removing the limitation in D26 variability in ECCO by expanding its range of D26 variability, we intend to assess a more robust relationship between SLP and D26, which will suggest ways to improve the ECCO data assimilation procedures in representing subsurface thermal structure. As in Sect. 4, hurricane tracks in each experiment are generally insensitive to the ocean feedback, and hence we only focus on the intensity change. Figure 11 shows the along-track variation SLP, SST, and h e in five experiments for the 2005 case. For the purpose of illustration, the deviations from the initial values are shown. The black curve is for the control case with no modification, which shows *50 hPa reduction during the evolution (Fig. 11a) . SLP sensitivity to a D26 change is [20 hPa, nearly 40 % of the total 50 hPa decrease. The storm intensity is stronger for the deeper D26, as a result of the reduced along-track SST cooling (Fig. 11b , Lloyd and Vecchi 2011; Scoccimarro et al. 2011) . When the initially thicker D26 is forced with the hurricane of the identical initial intensity, the hurricane-induced mixing generates less SST reduction since it needs more energy to bring the colder water from the deeper thermocline. OML dynamics play a key role in SST response under the storm center, resulting in a positive change in along-track equivalent potential temperature, h e , which is estimated at 1,000 hPa (Fig. 11c) . The sign of dh e is directly related to the change in SLP (Malkus and Riehl 1960) . As the hurricane intensifies from August 27 to 29, the difference in SST between S20 and CTL (S20 and D20) reaches more than 1.5°C (2°C), resulting in a change of dh e of *10 K (20 K). The differences in SST and h e are large enough to impact the energy production of the hurricane (Riehl 1963) . Figure 12 further illustrates the link of the altered D26 to the storm intensity, showing the scatter plots of the aforementioned variables from all 80 runs sampled following the hurricane track and then time-averaged during the intensification period before landfall. The relationship between the along-track variations in SST with D26 (Fig. 12a) clearly shows that SST change is a result of change in the upper ocean thickness of warm layer, namely, deeper the initial D26, the weaker the negative feedback. The resultant warmer inner-core SSTs over deeper D26 in turn lead to an increase in along-track h e (Fig. 12b) , which is negatively correlated with the minimum SLP (Fig. 12c) . Thus, Figs. 11 and 12 together demonstrate the regime of positive feedback between the initial thickness of the upper ocean warm layer and the intensity of Katrina via in situ OML dynamics.
Finally, Fig. 13 summarizes the relationship of the initial D26 with the intensity of Katrina. For the unperturbed D26 (black dots in Fig. 13a ), initial SST is again negatively correlated with the minimum SLP with s = -3.68 hPa°C -1 (Table 1 ). The slope is lower for shallower D26 and greater for deeper D26, indicating a greater sensitivity of intensity to an SST with a deeper D26. The range of variation in SLP due to a 1°C change in SST is approximately -2 to -10 hPa from S20 to D20, the latter number consistent with Sun et al. (2006) . It is obvious from Fig. 13a that, for the same SST, SLP varies much more with D26, by 20 hPa for lower SST and by 30 hPa for higher SSTs. Figure 13b illustrates this D26 dependency. Each cluster of D26 of the same color shows an insignificant, or even positive, correlation with SLP variation, an incorrect relationship discussed in Sect. 4. When it is artificially amplified to match that of observations, then D26 has a significant negative correlation with the minimum SLP, with SLP variations of *30 hPa and s = -0.68 hPa m -1 (Table 1 ). This indicates that the Fig. 7 The along-track evolution (1-hourly) of difference (each year-2005) in a SLP (hPa), b SST (°C) and c D26 (m) for the yeas of 1996, 2000, 2004, and 2008 Ocean warm layer thickness and the intensity of Katrina 27 intensity of Katrina is determined more critically by the initial subsurface thermal structure through OML dynamics modulating h e , than by the initial SST. UOHC reflects both SST and D26; not only does each cluster of UOHC have an expected positive correlation with SLP with a greater slope for warmer ocean (Table 1) , but also the overall scattering shows that UOHC is negatively correlated with SLP with s = -0.28 hPa (kJ cm -2 ) -1 , in Fig. 13c . Figure 13 suggests that D26 is the dominant factor for UOHC and hence the intensity of Katrina.
Summary and discussion
Numerous studies have indicated a positive impact of subsurface thermal structure on hurricanes intensity (e.g., Schade 1994; Lin et al. 2008 Lin et al. , 2009 ). As such, a more accurate knowledge of the distribution and variability of ocean thermal structure, OML dynamics, stratification, and upper ocean heat content is of fundamental importance for skillful forecast of intensity change, especially at a long forecast lead time. The active participation of the OML dynamics under the strong hurricane forcing in determining change in equivalent potential temperature in the lower atmosphere is a crucial ingredient toward improved forecasts.
This study, employing a moderate-resolution coupled regional ocean-atmosphere model initialized with the ECCO ocean state estimates for hurricane Katrina, demonstrates that hurricane-ocean interaction is sensitive to how the oceanic pre-storm subsurface thermal condition, rather than SST, is represented (Falkovich et al. 2005; Yablonsky and Ginis 2008; Halliwell et al. 2010) . Result shows that the simulated intensity of Katrina is weak partly because the pre-storm D26 in ECCO is shallow. The subsurface thermal field associated with the LC and the WCRs is underestimated in ECCO having too weak spatio-temporal variations in D26. Due to this weak variability in D26, the correct relationship between storm intensity and D26 cannot be determined using initial conditions from ECCO. A series of idealized experiments . The slope in a is significant at 95 %, while it is no in b. The different colored dots denote the different years as shown in the legend. The year of the lowest SST (29.6°C) in a is 1996 Fig. 9 Standard deviation of left SSH (cm) and right D26 (m) in top ECCO, b SODA, and bottom altimeter data estimated during the June-November hurricane season. The variability is estimated for the period of 1993 in ECCO, and 1958 -2007 in SODA, and 1993 in AVISO data. The red (black) curve indicates the observed (simulated) track of hurricane Katrina indicates that a more reasonable relationship between the pre-storm D26 and the intensity of Katrina is obtained when the pre-storm D26 variability is modified to match the observed range. D26 variation induces intensity change by 30 hPa, while SST generates only 12 hPa variation for the deepest D26 case. This suggests that D26 is more important for the intensification of Katrina via OML dynamics, which is corroborated in a number of studies (e.g., Shay et al. 2000; Hong et al. 2000; Emanuel et al. 2004; Goni et al. 2009 ). The initial subsurface fields are of great importance for the intensification in our 120-h simulations, supporting the results from the Statistical Hurricane Intensity Prediction Scheme (SHIPS) that ocean thermal structure provides a longer predictability for storm intensity (DeMaria and Kaplan 1994; DeMaria et al. 2005; Mainelli et al. 2008) .
It remains challenging to accurately initialize the threedimensional structure of the upper ocean in the hurricane coupled models. Current assimilated models, including ECCO, may not have sufficient spatial and temporal resolutions for the important small-scale structures such as the LC bulge and WCR. The fact that their spatial feature is better represented in SODA with higher horizontal resolution (0.5°) suggests the importance of horizontal resolution. Coarse temporal resolution in ECCO (10-daily) and SODA (monthly) is, however, inadequate for the initialization of the ocean model. It should be noted that the second version of ECCO (ECCO2, Menemenlis et al. 2008) has enhanced substantially both its spatial (18 km) and temporal (daily) resolutions, leading to an improved representation of the ocean mesoscale features (e.g., Ubelmann and Fu 2011; Davis et al. 2011) . How this improvement in resolutions will lead to the more reasonable relationship in D26-SLP of Katrina and other hurricanes is left as a future work. The LC variability and the associated eddy-shedding events are also known to be highly irregular with no apparent annual cycle (e.g., Vukovich 1995; Nowlin et al. 2000; Sturges and Leben 2000; Lugo-Fernández 2007) . The nonlinear nature of variability in GoM subsurface thermal structure, in part caused by complex local and remote environmental forcings of varying frequencies, renders the prediction of storm intensity more arduous.
Currently, multiple satellite altimeters are blended with satellite SST measurements and in situ data to map the eddy fields (e.g., Gilson et al. 1998; Willis et al. 2004 ) and infer subsurface thermal structures (Shay and Brewster 2010) . This synthetic approach for the real-time monitoring of D26 and UOHC will improve our understanding of the predictability of the oceanic thermal structures ). This has important implications as large errors still remain in hurricane intensity forecasts, and a more accurate ocean initialization can help improve intensity forecasts at a long lead-time. ). The slopes of linear fit, s, of each cluster are summarized in Table 1 . The slope s = -0.68 in b and s = -0.28 in c are significant at 99 % 
